Transient responses and adaptation to steady state in a eukaryotic gene regulation system.
Understanding the structure and functionality of eukaryotic gene regulation systems is of fundamental importance in many areas of biology. While most recent studies focus on static or short-term properties, measuring the long-term dynamics of these networks under controlled conditions is necessary for their complete characterization. We demonstrate adaptive dynamics in a well-known system of metabolic regulation, the GAL system in the yeast S. cerevisiae. This is a classic model for a eukaryotic genetic switch, induced by galactose and repressed by glucose. We followed the expression of a reporter gfp under a GAL promoter at single-cell resolution in large population of yeast cells. Experiments were conducted for long time scales, several generations, while controlling the environment in continuous culture. This combination enabled us, for the first time, to distinguish between transient responses and steady state. We find that both galactose induction and glucose repression are only transient responses. Over several generations, the system converges to a single robust steady state, independent of external conditions. Thus, at steady state the GAL network loses its hallmark functionality as a sensitive carbon source rheostat. This result suggests that, while short-term dynamics are determined by specific modular responses, over long time scales inter-modular interactions take over and shape a robust steady state response of the regulatory system.